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How To and Disclaimer
• This report was prepared as an example of how G<GO> charts can be used to create chart reports of 

fundamental and technical information with the Microsoft Office Bloomberg Add-in.

• The G<GO> charts are linked to the PowerPoint through the Add-in creating a chart book with fast and 

easy updating of financial market charts. To learn more, reach out to your account manager or authors.
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GF<GO> Graphing Fundamentals

HRH<GO> Historical Return Histogram

RV<GO> Relative Valuation Analysis

EQRV<GO> Equity Relative Value

GS <GO> Graph Scatter Chart

NT<GO> Chart News Trends

BYFC<GO> Yield Forecasts

HS<GO> Historical Spread Chart

Chart functions used in this report include:

• MAP<GO>

• G<GO>

• W<GO>

• TSIG<GO>

• CCRV<GO>

• VCA<GO>
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As of March 27th, both global 
COVID-19 cases and deaths 
have doubled again week 
over week, moving 100% and 
115% respectively. Global 
recoveries are up 45%.

Spain is one of the top 3 
countries by one day net 
change across all three 
categories:

The MAP function can view 
cases, recoveries and deaths 
using a heat map or bubble 
markers. Chart shown 
depicts the one day net 
change, but can be flipped to 
percent change or totals.

SPAIN

Category (rank) Net Chg (% chg)

Cases (3) 7871 (14%)

Deaths (1) 1049 (26%)

Recoveries (2) 2342 (33%)

Map of Global Statistics

LAUNCH FUNCTION

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/MAP%20VIRUS


Relative Analysis of Global Statistics

LAUNCH CHART

Although the relative strength line of global deaths to cases continues to rise, the ratio of recoveries to cases looks 
to be flattening. As it peaks above it’s resistance line, this is an early sign of a potential positive pick up in the 

global recovery rate.

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G%20BBTA%202057


As of March 27th, 
considering confirmed 
cases, deaths, and 
recoveries by country: 
• Accelerating: 103 
• Decelerating: 94 

Of those accelerating, US 
and UK confirmed deaths 
and cases top the list in the 
‘Financial Centers’ category. 

Italy’s cases look to be 
decelerating along with 
deaths in Iran, South Korea 
and Brazil.

Highest percent changes in 
recoveries are in the United 
States, Iran, South Korea 
and Italy.

Filter for areas of acceleration & deceleration

LAUNCH WORKSHEET
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Compare Cases, Deaths & Recoveries

LAUNCH CHART

The number of countries with over 1,000 cases practically doubled this week, moving from 19 to 37. New comers 
(not depicted) include Brazil, Pakistan, South Africa, Romania, Russia, Chile, Saudi Arabia, Czech Republic, 

Ecuador, Indonesia, Ireland, Canada, Poland, Israel, Luxembourg, Finland, Australia and Thailand. Largest single 
day percent change to end the week goes to Germany. 

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G%20BBTA%202073


Compare Cases, Deaths & Recoveries

LAUNCH CHART

The United States and Italy both overtake China in total number of cases. The US now exceeds 100,000 with Italy 
over 90,000. For context, the estimated population sizes of these top three countries are 325 million (US), 62 

million (Italy), and 1395 million (China). After China, Italy and Iran lead the world in recoveries.   

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G%20BBTA%202058


The Recovery Case Spread

LAUNCH CHART

When the change in confirmed recoveries starts to outpace that of newly confirmed cases, the spread charts above will 

move into positive territory, signaling that the country is over the worst of the outbreak and “out of the woods.” Italy may be 
on their way out of the woods as the center chart looks to be trending higher, but the worst is still ahead for the US.  

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G BBTA 2084


Equity Market Impact & COVID-19 Timeline

LAUNCH CHART

22 US states issue stay-at-home orders while the UK enforces national lockdown with police. Other countries, including Egypt, India, 

South Africa and New Zealand, announce plans for lockdowns. In positive news, NY is to start coronavirus treatment studies while

Wuhan travel restrictions are expected to be lifted in early April. 

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G BBTA 2082


Cases in the U.S. by State and Territory

LAUNCH LINK

As of March 27th, one week after Governor Cuomo ordered New Yorkers to stay home for the foreseeable future, 
the state had the largest one day net change in confirmed cases – 7,377 – totaling 44,635, which is 5x more than 

New Jersey and over 9x that of California, the second and third highest states respectively. New York also leads in 
number of confirmed deaths – 519. Washington state is next with 175.   

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-united-states-coronavirus-outbreak/


Top 10 U.S. States by Number of Tests

LAUNCH LINK

“Testing is a crucial part of any public health response, and sharing test data is essential to understand this 
outbreak,” the COVID Tracking Project writes. Their results above, along with data for the rest of the states, can 
be found on Bloomberg.com. The number of tests performed vary greatly across states, with many yet to test 

more than 1,000 people. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-united-states-coronavirus-outbreak/


US Unemployment

3/29/2020

LAUNCH CHART

Sobering chart of US initial unemployment claims which track the number of people who have filed jobless claims 
for the first time during a specified week. In the last couple of years this number has been around 220k a week. 

This latest week the number was 3.283 million

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G BBTA 2075


PMI Surveys

3/29/2020

LAUNCH CHART

Markit Composite PMI is a monthly summary report concerning the changes in the working conditions of private 
companies in the manufacturing and service sectors. Readings below 50 mean worsening of business conditions 
and often provides a leading indicator for subsequent official economic releases like GDP. Note the drop in China 

for the February release and the drop in March for the preliminary numbers released so far.

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G BBTA 2086


Follow the Fed

3/29/2020

LAUNCH CHART

As the largest and most liquid corporate bond ETFs, LQD as well as potentially VCIT, VCSH, & VSCH will likely be 
targeted for purchase by the Fed as it's new facilities extend to investment-grade bonds. Note the increase in fund 

flow since the Fed's announcement on 03/23 and the price premium relative to the NAV.

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G BBTA 2083


The Fed’s Balance Sheet

3/29/2020

LAUNCH CHART

The Federal Reserve Balance Sheet total assets have now spiked up above 5 trillion dollars after the most recent 
liquidity measures. The single week jump was the largest on record.

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G BBTA 2076


The Fed’s Liquidity Program

3/29/2020

LAUNCH CHART

The chart displays the quantitative easing 

programs the Fed has begun, along with the 

following additional programs also set up:

• CPFF (Commercial Paper Funding 

Facility) – buying commercial paper from 

the issuer.

• PMCCF (Primary Market Corporate Credit 

Facility) – buying corporate bonds from 

the issuer.

• TALF (Term Asset-Backed Securities 

Loan Facility) – funding backstop for 

asset-backed securities.

• SMCCF (Secondary Market Corporate 

Credit Facility) – buying corporate bonds 

and bond ETFs in the secondary market.

• MSBLP (Main Street Business Lending 

Program) – Details are to come, but it will 

lend to eligible small and medium-size 

businesses, complementing efforts by the 

Small Business Association.

FIND DATASETS

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G BBTA 2077
https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/ECST T FARBPDCF


US Presidential Candidates

3/29/2020

LAUNCH CHART

According to PredictIt, the chart above shows that Trump’s odds for being elected to a second term
are improving as the crisis deepens.

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G BBTA 2078


Yield Comparison

LAUNCH CHART

It is a rare event that the S&P 500's dividend yield crosses above the US 30yr Treasury's yield. This has happened 
in late February and appears to be widening. The spread between the two is the widest it’s ever been in over 40 

years, including the ’08 crisis. 

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G%20BBTA%202070


S&P 500: Comparison to 2008

LAUNCH CHART

This week, the S&P 500 continues to seemingly mirror the financial crisis of 2008. Although some investors are 
wondering if this could potentially be a bottom for equities, it’s likely we’ll see some sideways congestion before a 

larger directional move comes into play. Watch for retests of this week’s high/low range.

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G%20BBTA%202065


S&P 500 – Techncials Long Term

Despite the long tail of the current candle, the long term monthly chart of the S&P 500 gives hope as the candle closes above the 

Ichimoku cloud, a portion of the study that projects averages into the future. Look for this support to hold for the long term trend to 

remain in place. Be cautious though as the conversion (blue) and base lines (purple) are converging and a topping pattern may be 

forming. A break below the support (dotted pink horizontal line) and ultimately below the cloud could result in a pause near 2015 

levels (top dashed blue lines) before extending to a target that aligns with 2007 highs (second set of blue lines).

LAUNCH CHART

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G BBTA 2079


S&P 500 – Techncials Short Term

On the short term daily chart, some bullish sentiment can be found as price breaks and remains above the trend channel. 

The current candle set up is bearish in nature though. This along with a potential wave count suggests price will move 

lower. If a bottom was to be forming, look for price to hold or bounce near the channel and blue dashed lines, which 

represents a long term support zone (referenced in previous slide). A break would suggest a much larger downward move. 

Also, watch the 50 (green) and 200 (orange) moving averages as they converge for a potential death cross. 

LAUNCH FUNCTION

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G BBTA 2080


S&P 500 – Death Cross

The “death cross” is when the 50 day moving average crosses below the 200. It’s suggestive of a bearish market. 
However, when looking at the last 25 years of daily data on the S&P, this event happened a total of 11 times, with 
an average 5% increase in price 60 days after the event occurs. Looking at the yellow average line on the market 

impact above, 10 and 20 days out have historically seen the worst of the move before rebounding. 
LAUNCH FUNCTION

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/TSIG


Sector Rotation
From a relative strength 

perspective, comparing to 
the S&P 500, Information 
Technology continues to 

lead over the last 12 
weeks. Health Care and 
Utilities also fall in the 

leading quadrant, as they 
continue to pick up 

momentum. Consumer 
Staples has dramatically 

picked up momentum and 
has crossed over from the 
improving category into the 

leaders as well.

Energy continues to lead 

the laggers (off screen in 
far bottom left), with 

financials and industrials 
firmly in the lagging 

category as well. Materials 
has been flattening, but still 

underperforming.

LAUNCH FUNCTION

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/RRG


Sector Performance

Energy leads the way down, dropping this month alone nearly -37%. 

Utilities and Consumer Staples see less of a drop this month compared to February. 

LAUNCH CHART

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G BBTA 2081


The Fear Index

The VIX is 17 points lower than its record close last week but it is still more than 3 times 

its long run average levels and is pricing in a ~4% move a day for the SPX.

LAUNCH CHART

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G BBTA 2085


S&P 500: Implied & Historical Vol

LAUNCH FUNCTION

This week has seen the one month realized volatility of the SPX continue to climb 

above the implied volatility of the VIX.

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/GV


VIX Curve Comparison

3/29/2020

LAUNCH FUNCTION

The VIX is still firmly in backwardation with long term levels 50% higher than the long run average. 

There has, however, been some compression in medium and long term volatility expectations.

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/CCRV


1M Volatility for Global Indices  

3/29/2020

LAUNCH FUNCTION

US Major indices still the geographic area with the highest implied volatility.

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/VCA


FX & Rates Volatility

3/29/2020

LAUNCH CHART

Use Bloomberg indices to track the health of financial conditions. Top panel shows the recent decline, while both 
foreign exchange and rates volatility have picked up significantly, showing somewhat of a mirror image.

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G%20BBTA%202061


FX Reaction to Virus Outbreak

3/29/2020

LAUNCH CHART

USD, JPY & CHF have unsurprisingly performed best while high-yielding currencies, 
particularly commodity net exporters have suffered the worst - MXN, BRL,RUB etc

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G%20BBTA%202062


1-MONTH FX SWAP IMPLIED USD FUNDING COSTS

3/29/2020

LAUNCH CHART

Last week saw massive demand for USD funding with basis curves blowing out. This chart demonstrates the 
annual USD yield implied to borrow usds derived from FX swap pricing and the respective basis curves. With 
fiscal year end in Japan approaching, the pricing in 1-month USDJPY FX swaps implied a yield near 5% for 

borrowing USDs last week.

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G%20BBTA%202068


Fibonacci on Commodities

3/29/2020

LAUNCH CHART

WTI Crude continues to find support at the 61.8% 
Fibonacci level, projected off the 2018 decline. 

LAUNCH CHART

Gold rallied past the golden ratio only to be met with 
resistance at the 76.4% Fibonacci level as it retraces its 

steps back towards 2013 highs. 

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G%20BBTA%202064
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Gold vs Real Yield

3/29/2020

LAUNCH CHART

Gold is tracking US real yields very closely (inversely) as it should. The opportunity cost of buying gold decreases as 

nominal rates decline and gold is notoriously a store of value and thus will increase when inflation expectations increase. 

With the action from the Fed on the monetary side (pushing nominal yields lower) and the Treasury fiscal stimulus (raising 

inflation expectations) it was no surprise to see gold have a very strong week as real yields collapsed.

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G BBTA 2087


Copper

3/29/2020

LAUNCH CHART

Given copper's role as a leading indicator of economic growth, further bearish signs were seen as  

money mangers' long-only futures positions fell to the lowest in four years.

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/G BBTA 2087


Resources

• Run DOCS BQL COVID<GO> for an excel workbook to help analyze the Coronavirus 
across countries.

• NI CHARTBOOK<GO> to see all weekly coronavirus visualized publications and more

• NI TECHBAI<GO> for recent technical signals that have statistical substance

• Search SMNR<GO> for quick insights!

Keyword: BITESIZE – for quick 5-10 minute sessions
Keyword: FLASH – for webinars averaging 20 minutes in length

Charting Series
Month Date/Time EST Topic Link

April Weds 4/8 11AM Creating Your Strategy Pt1 SMNR 862619 <GO>

May Weds 5/6 11AM Testing Your Strategy Pt2 SMNR 862620 <GO>

June Weds 6/17 11AM Technical Screening SMNR 862621 <GO>

Upcoming Webinars
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